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What is Plagiarism?

- When you fail to cite quotations and borrowed ideas.
- When you fail to use quotation marks when borrowing the direct language of the author in your paper.
- When you fail to put summaries in your own words.
- Essentially, plagiarism is considering **stealing**

*Even if you do this accidentally, it is still considered plagiarism*
How to Avoid Plagiarism?

When using ideas, concepts, or information from a source other than your own knowledge, you must do 2 things:

• Put summaries into your own words (paraphrasing) or put quotation marks around the exact wording of another author.

• Give credit to your source using a citation, both in the text and on the reference page.
**Paraphrase Versus Quote**

- **Paraphrasing** is putting another author’s ideas into your own words.

- **To quote** means that you have taken an author’s exact wording and copied it into your paper.

*You can choose either, but limit the amount of quotes and mostly use paraphrasing*
Using Quotes

• Use only when you are unable to paraphrase.
• Use a signal phrase to introduce the quote.
• Include the publication year and page number in author’s text in the citation.

Example:

Jones discovered that “most students were unfamiliar with APA style because they were not required to use it prior to college” (2015, p. 45).

OR

It was found that “most students were unfamiliar with APA style because they were not required to use it prior to college” (Jones, 2015, p.45).
Using Paraphrases

- Use a signal phrase to introduce your summary.
- Include the publication year in the citation.

Example:

Jones determined college students did not know APA style because they had not used it in elementary, middle, or high school (2015).

OR

It was determined that college students did not know APA style because they had not used it in elementary, middle, or high school (Jones, 2015).
To accurately paraphrase, you must:

• Change the structure of the original passage
  *Hint: change clauses to phrases and phrases to verb and alter the placement of the subject and verbs

• Change the wording of the original passage
  *Hint: use synonyms
Tips for Paraphrasing

1. Read the author’s sentence or passage until you understand the main idea.

2. Put the author’s text out of sight and write down a summary, focusing on what you remember as the main idea.

3. Compare your summary to the author’s text.

4. If your summary is too similar to the author’s or did not capture the original meaning, repeat these steps.

*Don’t be discouraged if you need to repeat the process. You will, most likely, have to do this multiple times for each paraphrase.*
Sources are formatted based on type and where the original is located (electronically or in print).

There are hundreds of source types.

All sources cited in the text of your paper must be included on the reference page.

Online sources typically require a URL or doi number.

*For answers and guidelines to uncommon questions and situations, review the SSC’s APA citations handout*
Why Do We Use In-Text Citations and References?

Reference Page: Most Common Sources

Journal Article (electronic)

doi: 10.6007/IJARBSS/v3-i7/58.
Why Do We Use In-Text Citations and References?

Reference Page: Most Common Sources

**Journal Article (in print)**

**Newspaper Article (electronic)**

**Newspaper Article (in print)**
Report/Long Document on a Website

Short Work on a Website

Document from a Government Agency
Additional Resources

• Make a tutoring appointment:  
  http://carey.jhu.edu/ssc

• Email us: carey.tutoring@jhu.edu

• Utilize the APA manual or booklet in the SSC or the APA resources on the website